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The Fever Tree And Other Stories
The award-winning author of Babes in the Woods and The Rottweiler brings us another gripping Inspector Wexford novel. A
lump of concrete dropped deliberately from a little stone bridge over a relatively unfrequented road kills the wrong person.
The driver behind is spared. But only for a while One particular member of the local press is gunning for the Chief Inspector,
distinctly unimpressed with what he regards as old-fashioned police methods. But Wexford, with his old friend and partner,
Mike Burden, along with two new recruits to the Kingsmarkham team, pursue their inquiries with a diligence and humanity
that make Ruth Rendell’s detective stories enthralling, exciting and very touching.

In The Kingdom Of Mists
The first victim was discovered with a bite on her neck. The police traced the DNA to the girl’s boyfriend, but the tabloids
had already dubbed the murderer “The Rottweiler,” and the name stuck. The latest body was found near Inez Ferry’s shop
in Marylebone. Someone spotted a figure fleeing into the shadows, but couldn’t say even if it was a man or woman. The
only other clues are the murderer’s penchant for strangling his prey, and then removing a small token — a necklace, a
lighter. To make ends meet, widowed Inez Ferry takes in tenants above her antique store. The unpredictable and obsessive
acts of the serial murderer begin to disturb the lives of the heterogeneous little community of lodgers, especially when
suspicion grows that one of them might be “The Rottweiler.” From the Paperback edition.

King Solomon's Carpet
From the New York Times–bestselling author of A Dark-Adapted Eye: A unique psychological thriller about a gentle young
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man tempted to kill for love. Philip Wardman is disgusted by murder. He cannot tolerate violent films or the local news, and
when his friends discuss such things he often leaves the room. At his sister’s wedding, Philip becomes infatuated with a
strange, silver-haired woman named Senta Pelham. They sleep together after the reception, and Philip finds himself falling
headfirst into obsessive, all-consuming love. He wants to marry Senta and live an ordinary life—but before they can, she
has a murderous idea. To prove the unconventionality of their love, Senta proposes that each of them commit a murder.
Shocked by the idea, but unable to resist his beloved, Philip is drawn into a maze of violence and deceit—and is horrified to
find that he feels quite at home. “Subdued tones, stultifying atmosphere, and omniscient narration mark this telling
depiction of mutual psychological obsession,” writes Library Journal. Ruth Rendell was one of the twentieth century’s finest
thriller writers, and The Bridesmaid is one of her most chilling.

Going Wrong
Rhoda Comfrey's death seemed unremarkable; the real mystery was her life. In A Sleeping Life, master mystery writer Ruth
Rendell unveils an elaborate web of lies and deception painstakingly maintained by a troubled soul. A wallet found in
Comfrey's handbag leads Inspector Wexford to Mr. Grenville West, a writer whose plots revel in the blood, thunder, and
passion of dramas of old; whose current whereabouts are unclear; and whose curious secretary--the plain Polly
Flinders--provides the Inspector with more questions than answers. And when a second Grenville West comes to light,
Wexford faces a dizzying array of possible scenarios--and suspects--behind the Comfrey murder. Brilliantly entertaining,
exceptionally crafted, A Sleeping Life evokes the dark realities, half-truths, and flights of fancy that constitute a life. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

A Sleeping Life
Two things interest Stanley Manning: crossword puzzles, and the substantial sum his wife Vera stands to inherit when his
mother-in-law dies. Otherwise, life at 61 Lanchester Road is a living hell. For Mrs. Kinaway lives with them now—and she will
stop at nothing to tear their marriage apart. One afternoon, Stanley sets aside his crossword puzzles and changes all their
lives forever In One Across, Two Down, master crime writer Ruth Rendell describes a man whose strained sanity and
stained reputation transform him from a witless loser into a killer afraid of his own shadow. Mischievously plotted, smart,
maddeningly entertaining, One Across, Two Down is a dark delight—classic Rendell. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Tree of Hands
King Solomon's Carpet - a prize-winning crime classic from bestselling author Barbara Vine Winner of the Crime Writers
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Association Gold Dagger Award 'The tension grows an overwhelming sense of foreboding when the unravelling takes place,
it is brilliantly unexpected and original' The Times Jarvis Stringer lives in a crumbling schoolhouse overlooking a tube line,
compiling his obsessive, secret history of London's Underground. His presence and his strange house draw a band of misfits
into his orbit: young Alice, who has run away from her husband and baby; Tom, the busker who rescues her; truant Jasper
who gets his kicks on the tube; and mysterious Axel, whose dark secret later casts a shadow over all of their lives.
Dispossessed and outcast, those who come to inhabit Jarvis's schoolhouse are gradually brought closer together in violent
and unforeseen ways by London's forbidding and dangerous Undergound . . . 'I longed to know what would happen next.
Towards the end the tension fairly gets you by the throat' Sunday Express 'Vine arouses a genuine fear that all that is
normal is in danger of being lost' Sunday Times King Solomon's Carpet is a modern masterpiece of the crime genre and will
leave you gripped from the first page to the last. If you enjoy the novels of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow, you will
love this book. Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen novels using this pseudonym,
including A Fatal Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award.
Her other books include: A Dark Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the
Time of His Prosperity; The Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy; Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The
Minotaur; The Birthday Present and The Child's Child.

The Birthday Present
From a New York Times–bestselling author: A chilling psychological thriller about one man’s murderous obsession with his
childhood sweetheart. Growing up in the roughest part of London, Guy Curran never imagined he would fall in love with a
rich girl. But from the moment he meets Leonora Chisholm, he knows it’s their destiny to be together. They have a short,
passionate teenage fling—over almost before it begins. Leonora moves on, but Guy never will. His love for her is dangerous,
and it will destroy them both. Over the next ten years, Guy becomes a millionaire, selling hard drugs and bad art to the jet
set of Western Europe. He and Leonora remain friends, sharing weekly lunches—until the day he learns she’s fallen in love
with someone else. Seized by murderous jealousy, Guy is about to embark on a mad quest to claim the woman he
desires—or die trying. “Rendell is a master of depicting the long, slow slide into madness” and Going Wrong shows her
brilliant ability to walk the line between elegance and terror (Publishers Weekly).

The Minotaur
Asta's Book is a classic double-detective story by crime master Barbara Vine For a good, absorbing, well-told story, you
could hardly better the unveiling of Asta's secret' Sunday Times It is 1905. Asta and her husband Rasmus have come to
East London from Denmark with their two little boys. With Rasmus constantly away on business, Asta keeps loneliness and
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isolation at bay by writing a diary. These diaries, published over seventy years later, reveal themselves to be more than a
mere journal. For they seem to hold the key to an unsolved murder and to the mystery of a missing child. It falls to Asta's
granddaughter Ann to unearth the buried secrets of nearly a century before. 'A dazzling domestic thriller' Guardian
'Obsessively readable' Sunday Telegraph 'Engrossing . . . a mixture of biography, true crime and romance people with vivid
minor players and red with herrings' Independent on Sunday 'Absolutely enthralling the best yet from the Vine/Rendell
bureau. Essential reading' Literary Review 'Simply put, Vine is one of the greatest writers ever' Scott Turow Asta's Bookis a
modern crime masterpiece and will be enjoyed by readers of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow. Barbara Vine is the
pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen novels using this pseudonym, including A Fatal Inversion and King
Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award. Her other books include: A Dark
Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the Time of His Prosperity; The
Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy; Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The Minotaur; The Birthday Present and
The Child's Child.

The Babes in the Wood
Ida Joner gets on her brand-new bike and sets off toward town. A good-natured, happy girl, she is looking forward to her
tenth birthday. Thirty-five minutes after Ida should have come home, her mother starts to worry. She phones store owners,
Ida’s friends—anyone who could have seen her. But no one has. Suspicion immediately falls on Emil Mork, a local character
who lives alone and hasn’t spoken since childhood. His mother insists on cleaning his house weekly—although she’s
sometimes afraid of what she might find there. A mother’s worst nightmare in either case—to lose a child or to think a child
capable of murder. As Ida’s relatives reach the breaking point and the media frenzy surrounding the case begins, Inspector
Konrad Sejer is his usual calm and reassuring self. But he’s puzzled. And disturbed. This is the strangest case he’s seen in
years.

The Child's Child
The Child's Child is the new crime novel by bestselling, prize-winning author Barbara Vine, pen-name for the late bestselling
author Ruth Rendell What sort of betrayal would drive a brother and sister apart? When Grace and her brother Andrew
inherit their grandmother's house, they surprise few people by deciding to move in together. But they've always got on well
and the London house is large enough to split down the middle. There's just one thing they've not taken into account
though. What if one of them wants to bring a lover to the house? When Andrew's partner James moves in, and immediately
picks a fight about the treatment of gay men, the balance is altered - with almost fatal consequences. Barbara Vine's is the
pen-name of Ruth Rendell, and The Child's Child is the first book she has published under that name since The Birthday
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Present in 2008. It's an intriguing examination of betrayal in families, and of those two once-unmentionable subjects,
illegitimacy and homosexuality. A taut, thrilling read, it will be enjoyed by readers of P.D. James and Ian Rankin. 'The
Rendell/Vine partnership has for years been producing consistently better work than most Booker winners put together' Ian
Rankin 'She deploys her peerless skills in blending the mundane, commonplace aspects of life with the murky impulses of
desire and greed. Ruth rendall has published fourteen novels under the Vine name, two of which, Fatal Inversion and King
Solomon's Carpet, won the prestigious Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award. Also available in Penguin by Barbara
Vine: The Minotaur, The Blood Doctor, Grasshopper, The Chimney Sweeper's Boy, The Brimstone Wedding, No Night is Too
Long, Asta's Book, King Solomon's Carpet, Gallowglass, The House of Stairs, A Dark-Adapted Eye.

The Rottweiler
Discovering an earthen tunnel in their 1944 London suburb, six children share a summer of subterranean exploration and
reunite six decades later when a box with skeletal remains is found in the same location. By the Edgar Award-winning
author of the Inspector Wexford series. 60,000 first printing.

The Girl Next Door
In this collection of eleven stories, murder is committed out of fear, jealously, cupidity, and also sheer compulsion, while the
settings include an African game park, a sinister ruined cemetery, an East Anglian seaside resort, and the gloomy purlieus
of Epping Forest.

Wolf to the Slaughter
The Chimney Sweeper's Boy - a classic crime novel by bestselling, prize-winning author Barbara Vine 'Gripping, almost
impossible to put down' Guardian 'One of the most frightening novels I have ever read Gerald Candless, the monster at the
heart of the maze, is a marvellous creation' Amanda Craig, Express on Sunday When successful author Gerald Candless
dies of a sudden heart attack, his eldest, adoring daughter Sarah embarks on a memoir of him and soon discovers that her
perfect father was not all he appeared to be. That in fact he wasn't Gerald Candless at all. But then, who was he? And what
terrible secret had driven him to live a lie for all those years? 'So ingeniously constructed, its truth and falsehoods are so
deftly and convincingly interwoven, that its solution is as jolting as a flash of lightning' Sunday Times 'About the power of
taboos, transgressions, guilts, deceptions, horrors, atonements, upsets and upheavals gripping' Independent If you enjoy
the crime novels of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow, you will love The Chimney Sweeper's Boy. Barbara Vine is the
pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen novels using this pseudonym, including A Fatal Inversion and King
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Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award. Her other books include: A Dark
Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the Time of His Prosperity; The
Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy; Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The Minotaur; The Birthday Present and
The Child's Child.

No Night is Too Long
This was an investigation which would call into question many of Wexford’s assumptions about the way people behave,
including his own family. . . In The Babes in the Wood Ruth Rendell brings her keen psychological insight and rigorous moral
sense to bear on Wexford’s assumptions about the way people behave, including his own family, as he investigates the
mysterious disappearance of two teenagers and their babysitter. There hadn’t been anything in living memory like the kind
of rain that had caused the River Brede to burst its banks and flood the homes in the area. The Subaqua Task Force could
find no trace of the missing teenagers and their babysitter…but their mother was still convinced that her children were
dead. From the Hardcover edition.

The Minotaur
From the author Time magazine calls “the best mystery writer in the English-speaking world,” comes an elegant and
gripping new novel that blurs the line between psychological suspense and Gothic horror. Kerstin Krist arrives at the vinecovered Lydstep Old Hall in rural Essex to care for John Cosway, a former mathematical genius, who has been diagnosed
with schizophrenia and kept under heavy sedation. John is the sole heir of the immense Cosway estate. As he takes his daily
walks or sits quivering in a labyrinthine library, the rest of the family plots their own ways of coming into the fortune. It is
classic Barbara Vine–an absolutely enthralling tale that keeps turning and twisting until the very last page.

Dark Corners
Over 3,200 entries An essential guide to authors and their works that focuses on the general canon of British literature from
the fifteenth century to the present. There is also some coverage of non-fiction such as biographies, memoirs, and science,
as well as inclusion of major American and Commonwealth writers. This online-exclusive new edition adds 60,000 new
words, including over 50 new entries dealing with authors who have risen to prominence in the last five years, as well as
fully updating the entries that currently exist. Each entry provides details of a writer's nationality and birth/death dates,
followed by a listing of their titles arranged chronologically by date of publication.
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One Across, Two Down
London, 1900: while Monet paints the wintry mists over the Thames, the bodies of two young women are dragged from its
murky depths arousing fears of a return of Jack the Ripper By now a celebrated and successful artist - despite the
controversy stirred up by the Impressionist movement - in the early months of the new century, Monet returned to London
to paint his famous Thames series. Prompted by memories of an earlier visit in 1870, the old man recalls his youthful
struggles, his beloved first wife Camille and his scandalous relationship with Alice Hoschedé. And now, in a frenzy of
creative activity he paints the haunting canvasses that act as a backdrop to a series of grizzly, psychopathic killings. Oliver
Craston, a fledgling diplomat, by chance is present when a horribly mutilated body is pulled from the Thames. Mindful of the
need to steer clear of controversy, he is unwillingly drawn into the police investigation. Furthermore, with the Foreign Office
nervous over French sympathies with the Boers, Oliver's new acquaintance with M. Monet and his son, who are staying in
the luxury of the Savoy Hotel, is likely to raise an eyebrow or two. But on the floor above the Monets' suite, given over as a
hospital for wounded officers, stalks a far greater danger. . . and across the river in the backstreet slums of Lambeth are
visions of horror beyond even the intuition of the artist. As the naïve young diplomat becomes entangled with bohemian
society and the seamier side of London that the investigation exposes him to, a disturbing and unfamiliar world opens up to
him. This compelling and mutlilayered novel is an atmospheric exploration of the life of an artist, a murder thriller and, like
Tulip Fever and Girl With a Pearl Earring, a triumphant example of 'art fiction'. It is illustrated with 12 reproductions of the
paintings themselves

The Keys to the Street
These are the confessions of the Bitch Posse. Cherry, Rennie, and Amy were outcasts, rebels, and dreamers. And their
friendship was so all-encompassing that some would call it dangerous. This is the story of three women-as seniors in high
school and as women in their mid-thirties---who formed a bond in order to survive the pitfalls and perils of their lives. In the
present day, one of them is a wife and mother-to-be, trying to live a "normal" life. One of them is a writer who engages in a
number of self-destructive relationships. And one of them is in a mental hospital---and has been ever since that one fateful
night fifteen years ago, when a heart-wrenching betrayal and the unraveling of relationships led them to a point of no
return, where their actions triggered unimaginable consequences. These secrets have torn them apart while inextricably
binding them to one another. What happened to them? And can they survive their shared history, even today? The Bitch
Posse is an anthem for friendships that defy society's approval or disapproval. It's a novel of secrets, courage, sacrifice, and
hope against the odds. It is both a journey back to being a girl on the verge of adulthood, and a journey forward, showing
how the events of our past can unearth the best in us today. Dare to jump in. "The Bitch Posse is a riveting and emotionally
charged read. No fluff here." --Chicago Tribune
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Black Seconds
Both a finely crafted mystery and a disturbingly honest depiction of the kinship between love and madness, The Brimstone
Wedding tells an unsettling story about the power and the poison of love. A gracious, dignified woman, who's dying in an
English nursing home, reveals the secrets of her erotic past to her young caretaker.

The Brimstone Wedding
Edgar Award Finalist: In London, a missing child unites three mothers in grief, madness, and murder. When Benet Archdale
was a young girl in North London, her mother, Mopsa, made her nervous. The woman was unsound, and posed ever-present
dangers. Yet Benet understood her sickness and forgave her threats. In pursuit of a relatively sane life as a novelist and
loving single parent, Benet has since kept Mopsa at a distance. But it’s not only the sudden death of Benet’s two-year-old
son that shakes her safe world. It’s the past. Mopsa has returned to be at her inconsolable daughter’s side. Nurturing,
rational, and seemingly cured, Mopsa is going to do everything she can to ease Benet’s grief. Then, on the other side of
town, the child of a barmaid has gone missing. Authorities fear the search can’t end well. As Benet and Mopsa are drawn
into the disappearance, the secrets, lies, and desperation of three mothers will converge—by chance and by design. For
them, it’s a crime that is at once a delusion, an escape, and a nightmare. “No one surpasses Ruth Rendell when it comes to
stories of obsession, instability, and malignant coincidence,” says Stephen King of this New York Times–bestselling author,
and all three come into play in this novel, a winner of the Crime Writers’ Association Silver Dagger Award. A classic of
psychological suspense, The Tree of Hands was adapted twice for the screen: first in 1989, as Innocent Victim starring
Lauren Bacall and Helen Shaver; then again in 2001, for the French film Alias Betty.

The House of Stairs
A Ruth Rendell mystery, first published in 1979 and shortlisted for the Edgar Allan Poe Award for best crime novel in 1980.
Alan Groombridge is trapped. Husband to a woman he doesn't like, father to two children he never wanted, and manager of
a tiny branch of the Anglian-Victoria bank, he is doomed to a life of domestic boredom and tedious routine. All that keeps
him afloat is his one fantasy: stealing enough of the bank's money to allow him just one year of freedom - one year in which
to live a different sort of life. But one day the bank is robbed, the manager and cashier disappear and what was once a
place of dull and dreary repetition becomes the scene of a brutal, chilling nightmare that might never end

The Bridesmaid
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When Carl sells a box of slimming pills to his close friend Stacey, inadvertently causing her death, he sets in train a
sequence of catastrophic events which begin with subterfuge, extend to lies, and culminate in murder. In Rendell's dark and
atmospheric tale of psychological suspense, we encounter mistaken identity, kidnap, blackmail, and a cast of characters
who are so real that we come to know them better than we know ourselves. Infused with her distinctive blend of wry
humour, acute observation and deep humanity, this is Rendell at her most memorable and best.

Larry's Party
In the long hot summer of 1976, a group of young people are camping in Wyvis Hall. Adam, Rufus, Shiva, Vivien and Zosie
hardly ask why they are there, what they are doing or how they are to live; they scavenge, steal and sell the family
heirlooms.In short, they exist. Ten years later, the bodies of a woman and a child are discovered in the Hall's animal
cemetery. Which woman? Whose child?

A Judgement In Stone
The Minotaur - a thrilling novel from the bestselling queen of crime Barbara Vine Kerstin Kvist enters crumbling Lydstep Old
Hall to live with the Cosways and to act as nurse to John: a grown man fed drugs by his family to control his lunatic
episodes. But John's strangeness is grotesquely mirrored in that of his four sisters who roam the dark, mazy Essex country
house under the strict gaze of eighty-year-old Mrs Cosway. Despite being treated as an outsider, Kerstin is nevertheless
determined to help John. But she soon discovers that there are others in the family who are equally as determined that John
remain isolated, for sinister reasons of their own 'The reader is kept in suspense throughout . . . vintage wine from the
Rendell vine' Independent 'The Cosway family is a mesmerizing creation I rushed through the last pages' Penelope Lively,
Sunday Times 'Stealthy, credible, ingenious and addictive' Literary Review 'The Rendell/ Vine partnership has for years been
producing consistently better work than most Booker winners put together' Ian Rankin The Minotaur is a modern
masterpiece of the crime genre and will leave you gripped from the first page to the last. If you enjoy the novels of P.D.
James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow, you will love this book. Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written
fifteen novels using this pseudonym, including A Fatal Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime
Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award. Her other books include: A Dark Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass;
Asta's Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the Time of His Prosperity; The Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy;
Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The Minotaur; The Birthday Present and The Child's Child.

The Bitch Posse
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It was better than a hotel, this anonymous room on a secluded side street of a small country town. No register to sign, no
questions asked, and for five bucks a man could have three hours of undisturbed, illicit lovemaking. Then one evening a
man with a knife turned the love nest into a death chamber. The carpet was soaked with blood -- but where was the corpse?
Meanwhile, a beautiful, promiscuous woman is missing -- along with the bundle of cash she'd had in her pocket. The truth
behind it all will keep even veteran mystery fans guessing through the very last page.

Make Death Love Me
In a semi-fictionalized North London, a group of twenty-something slackers spend their nights walking the roofs of Maida
Vale. On one of these walks they see a couple through an open window, a sighting with profound conseqences that
reverberates through all their lives.

The Chimney Sweeper's Boy
The House of Stairs - an unputdownable crime classic from bestselling author Barbara Vine Lizzie hasn't seen her old friend,
Bell, for some fourteen years, but when she spots her from a taxi in a London street she jumps out and pursues her despite
'all the terrible things' that passed between them. As Lizzie reveals those events, little by little, the women rekindle their
friendship, with terrifying results 'This is the third psychological thriller by Ruth Rendell writing as Barbara Vine and when I
say it surpasses the first two that's really saying something Vine has not only produced a quietly smouldering suspense
novel but also presents an accurately atmospheric portrayal of London in the heady 60's. Literally unputdownable' Time Out
The House of Stairs is a modern masterpiece of the crime genre and will leave you gripped from the first page to the last. If
you enjoy the novels of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow, you will love this book. 'The Rendell/ Vine partnership has
for years been producing consistently better work than most Booker winners put together' Ian Rankin 'A superb and original
writer' Amanda Craig, Express Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen novels using this
pseudonym, including A Fatal Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers' Association Gold
Dagger Award. Her other books include: A Dark Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's Book; No Night Is Too
Long; In the Time of His Prosperity; The Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy; Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor;
The Minotaur; The Birthday Present and The Child's Child.

Grasshopper
A deft, insightful, and compulsively readable exploration of obsessive desire--and the dark twists of fate that can shake the
lives of even those most insulated by privilege, sophistication, and power. Ivor Tesham is a handsome, single, young
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member of Parliament whose political star is on the rise. When he meets a woman in a chance encounter--a beautiful,
leggy, married woman named Hebe--the two become lovers obsessed with their trysts, spiced up by what the newspapers
like to call “adventure sex.” It’s the dress-up and role-play that inspire Ivor to create a surprise birthday present for his
beloved that involves a curbside kidnapping. It’s all intended as mock-dangerous foreplay, but then things take a dark turn.
After things go horribly wrong, Ivor begins to receive anonymous letters that reveal astonishingly speciﬁc details about the
affair and its aftermath. Somehow he must keep his role from being uncovered--and his political future from being
destroyed by scandal. Like a heretic on the inquisitor’s rack, Ivor is not to be spared the exquisitely slow and tortuous
unfolding of events, as hints, nuances, and small revelations lay his darkest secrets hideously bare for all the world to see.

Thirteen Steps Down
No Night is Too Long is a classic crime novel by bestselling, prize-winning author Barbara Vine Tim Cornish thought he'd
gotten away with murder. For months after he'd killed his lover off the Alaskan coast, there hadn't been a word. But then
the letters started to arrive. It seems that someone knows what Tim has done . . . This compelling thriller delivers such a
dark picture of romantic love that murder seems its natural mate. Frightening, suspenseful, and deeply unsettling, No Night
is Too Long is a modern crime masterpiece and will be enjoyed by readers of P.D. James and Ian Rankin. 'The Rendell/Vine
partnership has for years been producing consistently better work than most Booker winners put together' Ian Rankin 'She
deploys her peerless skills in blending the mundane, commonplace aspects of life with the murky impulses of desire and
greed' Sunday Times Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. Ruth has published fourteen novels under the Vine
name, two of which, Fatal Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet, won the prestigious Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger
Award. Also available in Penguin by Barbara Vine: The Minotaur, The Blood Doctor, Grasshopper, The Chimney Sweeper's
Boy, The Brimstone Wedding, No Night is Too Long, Asta's Book, King Solomon's Carpet, Gallowglass, The House of Stairs, A
Dark-Adapted Eye.

Asta's Book
The award-winning author of The Babes in the Wood and The Rottweiler brings us another terrifically paced, richly drawn
novel of suspense and psychological intrigue. Weeks went by when Ismay never thought of it at all. Then something would
bring it back or it would return in a dream. The dream always began in the same way. She and her mother would be
climbing the stairs, following Heather’s lead through the bedroom to what was on the other side, not a bathroom in the
dream but a chamber floored and walled in marble. In the middle of it was a glassy lake. The white thing in the water
floated towards her, its face submerged, and her mother said, absurdly, “Don’t look!” The dead man was Ismay’s
stepfather, Guy. Now, nine years on, she and her sister, Heather, still live in the same house in Clapham. But it has been
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divided into two self-contained flats. Their mother had lived upstairs with her sister, Pamela. And the bathroom, where Guy
had drowned, had disappeared. Ismay worked in public relations, and Heather in catering. They got on well. They always
had. They never discussed the changes to the house, still less what had happened that August day. . . But even lives as
private as these, where secrets hang in the air like dust, intertwine with other worlds and other individuals. And, with
painful inevitability, the truth will emerge. From the Hardcover edition.

King Solomon's Carpet
Gallowglass is a thrilling crime classic from the bestselling, prize-winning author Barbara Vine When Sandor snatched little
Joe from the path of a London Tube train, he was quick to make clear the terms of the rescue. 'I saved your life,' he told the
homeless youngster, 'so your life belongs to me now'. Sandor began to tell him a fairy-tale: an ageing prince, a kidnapped
princess chained by one ankle, a missed rendezvous. But what did this mysterious story have to do with Sandor's
preparations? Joe had only understood his own role: he was a gallowglass, the servant of a Chief 'On one level this is a novel
about kidnapping. On another its concerns are obsession, the destructive nature of romantic illusions, and love. As Ms Vine
unfolds it, nothing is quite what it seems' Guardian Gallowglass is a modern crime masterpiece that will have you gripped
from the first page to the last. If you enjoy the novels of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow, you will love this book.
Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen novels using this pseudonym, including A Fatal
Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers' Association Gold Dagger Award. Her other books
include: A Dark Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the Time of His
Prosperity; The Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy; Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The Minotaur; The
Birthday Present and The Child's Child.

A Fatal Inversion
Set in and around London's Regent's Park, where the city's wealthiest, poorest, kindest, and most vicious citizens all cross
paths, The Keys to the Street tells of the deadly thanks a young woman risks receiving in return for an act of selfless
generosity. "Is it true that we dislike those who have done us a service?" asks Mary Jago's grandmother. One of many
questions about the best and worst of human nature, it is one with an answer Mary will discover for herself as a
consequence of donating her own bone marrow to save the life of a young man she doesn't know. "It's us he's after," says
Dill, "our sort." Dill's sort are the homeless who seek refuge in the park, whose corpses have lately been turning up impaled
on the spiked railings that surround it. Mary is not their sort at all and would under ordinary circumstances be separated
from such horror by social barriers stronger than iron bars. But she has performed a bold act, and the circumstances of her
life are now extraordinary -- she is receptive to previously undreamed of happiness, and vulnerable to the darkest grief.
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From the Trade Paperback edition.

End in Tears
The Blood Doctor by Barbara Vine - a crime masterpiece about ambition, obsession and bad blood 'An outstandingly original
book' Sunday Times The current Lord Nanther, experiencing the reform of the House of Lords, embarks on a biography of
his great-grandfather, the first Lord Nanther, favoured physician to Queen Victoria, expert on blood diseases and
particularly the royal disease of haemophilia. What he uncovers begins to horrify him as he realizes that Nanther died a
guilty man - carrying a horrific secret to the grave. Weaving effortlessly between past and present, public life and private
life, The Blood Doctoris a superbly satisfying novel that will be adored by readers of P.D. James, Ian Rankin and Scott Turow.
'A magnificent novel' Daily Mail 'Intriguing and absorbing and wholly satisfying' Spectator 'Plotted with a jeweller's intricacy
and ominous to the final sentence' Sunday Telegraph Barbara Vine is the pen-name of Ruth Rendell. She has written fifteen
novels using this pseudonym, including A Fatal Inversion and King Solomon's Carpet which both won the Crime Writers'
Association Gold Dagger Award. Her other books include: A Dark Adapted Eye; The House of Stairs; Gallowglass; Asta's
Book; No Night Is Too Long; In the Time of His Prosperity; The Brimstone Wedding; The Chimney Sweeper's Boy;
Grasshopper; The Blood Doctor; The Minotaur; The Birthday Present and The Child's Child.

The Blood Doctor
The second novel by Ruth Rendell writing as Barbara Vine is the story of the discovery of human bones buried in an animal
cemetery and its lethal ramifications. With consummate skill, the mystery is unraveled, keeping the reader guessing about
the killers' and the victims' identities.

Road Rage
From a New York Times–bestselling author: A terrifying psychological thriller that dives deep into the mind of a sexual
predator. In a remote corner of London, a woman is walking her dog when a man grabs her from behind. She screams, and
her attacker flees, escaping into a nearby house, where he finds another victim. Victor Jenner has a compulsion he does not
understand—to grab women, to hurt them—and he also has a gun. When it goes off, grievously wounding a police officer, it
marks the beginning of a long stretch in jail for Victor. Released ten years later, Victor meets the young policeman he
shot—and falls head over heels for the officer’s girlfriend. Back on the street, Victor is torn between the desire to live a
better life and the knowledge that he will soon give in to his most evil yearnings. The winner of three Edgar Awards, Ruth
Rendell was one of the most celebrated thriller authors of the twentieth century. Live Flesh is “a superb work [and] a
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compelling psychological portrait” of a dark mind (Philadelphia Daily News).

A Dictionary of Writers and their Works
From the multi-award-winning author of The Babes in the Wood and The Rottweiler, a chilling new novel about obsession,
superstition, and violence, set in Rendell’s darkly atmospheric London. Mix Cellini (which he pronounces with an ‘S’ rather
than a ‘C’) is superstitious about the number 13. In musty old St. Blaise House, where he is the lodger, there are thirteen
steps down to the landing below his rooms, which he keeps spick and span. His elderly landlady, Gwendolen Chawcer, was
born in St. Blaise House, and lives her life almost exclusively through her library of books, so cannot see the decay and
neglect around her. The Notting Hill neighbourhood has changed radically over the last fifty years, and 10 Rillington Place,
where the notorious John Christie committed a series of foul murders, has been torn down. Mix is obsessed with the life of
Christie and his small library is composed entirely of books on the subject. He has also developed a passion for a beautiful
model who lives nearby — a woman who would not look at him twice. Both landlady and lodger inhabit weird worlds of their
own. But when reality intrudes into Mix’s life, a long pent-up violence explodes. From the Paperback edition.

The Water's Lovely
'Eunice Parchman killed the Coverdale family because she could not read or write.' Eunice, the Coverdales' housekeeper,
guns down four of her employers in the space of fifteen minutes one Valentine's Day. None of them suspected anything.
Her motive remained hidden. As the police investigate, Eunice schemes to escape the blame – desperate to preserve the
terrible secret of her illiteracy. But Eunice's blindness to a crucial aspect of the world throws her plans into jeopardy A
gripping tragedy of crime and class, widely regarded as one of Ruth Rendell's seminal masterworks and a crime fiction
classic.

A fatal inversion
Living in a school-turned-boarding house, Jarvis encounters a cast of bizarre characters--including hawk trainer Jed, Jasper
and the truant boys, and Alice, who has abandoned her baby. By the author of Gallowglass. 20,000 first printing. $20,000
ad/promo.

Gallowglass
The Stone Diaries marked a new phase in a literary career already ablaze with achievement. As well as the many
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international awards it received, including the Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Governor
General's Award, the book also met with universal critical acclaim and topped bestseller lists around the world. "Carol
Shields," raved Maclean's, "has crafted a small miracle of a novel." "The Stone Diaries," said the New York Times Book
Review, "reminds us again why literature matters." The San Diego Tribune called The Stone Diaries "a universal study of
what makes women tick." Now, in Larry's Party, Carol Shields does the same for men. Larry Weller, born in 1950, is an
ordinary guy made extraordinary by his creator's perception, irony and tenderness. Larry's Party gives us, as it were, a CAT
scan of his life, in episodes between 1977 and 1997 that flash backward and forward seamlessly. As Larry journeys toward
the new millennium, adapting to society's changing expectations of men, Shields' elegant prose transforms the trivial into
the momentous. We follow this young floral designer through two marriages and divorces, his interactions with parents,
friends and a son. And throughout, we witness his deepening passion for garden mazes -- so like life, with their teasing
treachery and promise of reward. Among all the paradoxes and accidents of his existence, Larry moves through the
spontaneity of the seventies, the blind enchantment of the eighties and the lean, mean nineties, completing at last his
quiet, stubborn search for self. Larry's odyssey mirrors the male condition at the end of our century with targeted wit,
unerring poignancy and faultless wisdom. From the Hardcover edition.

Live Flesh
Winner of multiple Edgar and Gold Dagger awards including the most prestigious Edgar of them all, the Grand Master, Ruth
Rendell returns with a novel that pits Chief Inspector Wexford against a quite personal foe: the environmental terrorists who
kidnap and threaten the lives of five hostages--including Wexford's own wife. As Road Rage begins, Chief Inspector Wexford
is walking through Framhurst Great Wood, just outside his beloved town of Kingsmarkham, for what he tells himself will be
the last time. He can no longer bear to look at the natural beauty that will soon be despoiled by the construction of a new
highway. Wexford rather despairs of the project; his more sanguine wife, Dora, is active on a committee to save the
threatened land. Others are more desperate to achieve their end, and their means include the taking of hostages, including
Dora, and the threat to begin murdering them. How Wexford and his dedicated team of police officers race against time to
learn the identity of the kidnappers and discover the whereabouts of the hostages will rivet readers who delight in following
the intricate details of an intensive police investigation. But, as in every Ruth Rendell novel, the mortal drama raises
political and moral questions that are not resolved with the closing of the case, and that apply far beyond the limits of
Kingsmarkham. From the Hardcover edition.
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